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188 West Randolph 

 
Randolph Tower is a Landmark Gothic Revival building constructed in the late 1920s and was among the 
tallest skyscrapers of its day. The building is characterized by striking vertical forms and highly detailed 
terra cotta façade. Over time, the building grew obsolete as an office building and years of deferred 
maintenance became a safety hazard when pieces of terra cotta began falling from the building. Village 
Green bought the building at auction and sought TIF assistance for an adaptive reuse of the building for 
apartments with ground floor retail.  JRG prepared a TIF application for the developer and negotiated 
terms of the RDA for an historic building renovation and conversion of an office building into a luxury 
apartment building (with 20% affordable units). The project was achieved through the a challenging and 
complex financing structure bolstered by TIF, Historic Tax Credits and Low Income Housing Tax Credits. 
JRG helped the developer secure an award of $34 million in TIF funding, including a critical cash payment 
of $29 million and a $5 million TIF Note.   

A critical analysis of negative TIF increment in the key TIF funding sources identified an early warning of 
dangerous recessionary impacts to the TIF revenue streams for 188 W. Randolph and other 
redevelopment projects. JRG worked with the City of Chicago to evaluate and optimize tax codes within 
select TIF s to preserve the positive calculation of TIF revenue as intended by the TIF Act. 

The project achieved completion in 2012 and the developer came to JRG to assist them with the execution 
and feasibility analysis of the Note. JRG conducted a complex but rigorous Feasibility Study for the $5 
million tax-exempt TIF Note that clarified the structure of two supporting TIFs, a cascading flow of funds 
and multiple obligations and enabled the successful marketing and sale of the Note to investors. 
 


